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Abstract
This paper presents an effective management of VM (Virtual Machine) for heterogeneous
cloud using Common Deployment Model (CDM) brokering mechanism. The effective
utilization of VM is achieved by means of task scheduling with VM placement technique. The
placements of VM for the physical machine are analyzed with respect to execution time of the
task. The idle time of the VM is utilized productively in order to improve the performance. The
VMs are also scheduled to maintain the state of the current VM after the task completion.
CDM based algorithm maintains two directories namely Active Directory (AD) and Passive
Directory (PD). These directories maintain VM with proper configuration mapping of the
physical machines to perform two operations namely VM migration and VM roll back. VM
migration operation is performed from AD to PD whereas VM roll back operation is
performed from PD to AD. The main objectives of the proposed algorithm is to manage the
VM’s idle time effectively and to maximize the utilization of resources at the data center. The
VM placement and VM scheduling algorithms are analyzed in various dimensions of the cloud
and the results are compared with iCanCloud model.
Keywords: Common Deployment Model, CloudSched, VM Placement, VM Scheduling,
iCanCloud
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1. Introduction

Virtualization is a technique used to create virtual resources such as CPU, storage,
network, OS, file, memory which are consumed by the end user as a service through VM. VM
is an emulation of a physical computer which runs OS and applications based on architecture
and functionalities [1]. It is a software computer that runs the physical resources in a host with
virtual devices to provide functionalities like portability, security, efficiency and reliability.
The VM Monitor supports the execution environment and manages the VM resources such as
policy-based automation, virtual hard disk, life cycle management, live migration and
real-time resource allocation [2]. There are two types of architectures in VM management
namely type I and type II. Type I architecture is used to establish the VM communication and
hardware whereas type II architecture is used to run the VM on host operating system.
Heterogeneous transportation data are collected for processing of various traffic sensors and
to minimize the high cost computation processing of massive transportation data using
parallelized fusion on multisensor transportation data [3]. Generic methodological framework
for cyber-ITS is used to transform the data analytics requirement in Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS) by performing the functions such as tasks scheduling, data centric and
operation centric transformation by using High Performance Computing (HPC) architecture
[4]. The computing tasks are created based on the data pieces collected from Global Position
System (GPS). It performs the parallel map-matching function for measuring the projected
points and selecting the shortest distance with high efficiency and accuracy [5].

2. Related Work
An overshadow technique has been introduced in order to protect the page in the memory,
but it is not suitable to protect the virtual CPU state [6]. VM measuring framework detects and
supports VMM’s rollback mechanism over a single physical machine which is not suitable for
multiple physical machines in hybrid cloud environment [7]. Traditional snapshot techniques
are applied directly to the virtuafl cloud storage, so they are inefficient to provide the
trustworthiness. This will be achieved through SNPdisk (snapshot disk) and it is a
para-virtualization snapshot mechanism with sparse tree and a snapshot data file [8].
Virtual machine consolidation approach is used to collect inactive physical servers to make
an active physical server with a minimum number. An Energy-Efficient VM consolidation
supports the VM live migration across various VM monitors with the parameters like VM’s
CPU state, main memory, and network connections etc [9]. CoTuner is a coordinated
auto-configuration framework with two agents namely VM-Agent and App-Agent. These are
used to configure the VM and its applications are maintained in the VM clusters [10]. In this
technique, the VMs from VM clusters are configured coordinately which leads to the
performance and synchronization problem. The host overhead problem has fixed by using
detection algorithm. It also improves the quality of VM consolidations and maximizes the time
interval between VM migrations and overloaded hosts [11]. It takes large searching and
allocation time during migration of VM to overloaded host.
Usher is a framework with set of plugins used to collect the usage statistics of resources
such as CPU, memory and Network within VM. The adjustment of memory allocation is
handled by Working Set Prober (WS Prober) on each hypervisor [12]. CloudSched model has
been used for allocating the VM with physical machines on cloud. This algorithm lacks
support in simulation environment with multi dimensional resource utilization. This process
can be addressed by extending the support to multiple federated data centers in various
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dimensions with the help of interoperability. A user priority is needed for an assignment of
VM in order to achieve effective utilization [13].
The existing VM placement and VM scheduling algorithms are suitable only for placing
and scheduling the physical machine to the VM without any consideration of the performance
with respect to task types, but it is related to the task execution. The existing iCanCloud model
manages the idle VM in the VM repository but endure with a performance problem because of
the latency in the communication network. The proposed algorithm mainly focuses on the
reduction of communication network latency by applying VM migration and VM rollback
operation in AD and PD in the hypervisor level; in turn performance will get improved.

3. Brokering Mechanisms
broker plays vital role in the cloud interaction between cloud provider and customer. It
reduces the complexity during the service access and retains the customer. A broker can get
requests from the customer and forwards them to the cloud for task execution and send service
response to the customer. A simple model for the cloud customer and cloud provider
interaction via broker is shown in Fig. 1.
Cloud
Request

Broker

Cloud

Fig. 1. Cloud interaction via brokering mechanism

In this model the broker plays a simple forward operation between the interacting entities.
The interaction between homogeneous clouds and a broker that performs various service task
is shown in Fig. 2.
Cloud

Cloud
Request

Broker

Cloud

Fig. 2. Homogeneous cloud interaction via brokering mechanism

The heterogeneous cloud can interact and share the services by improving quality. There are
two types of interaction namely federation and multi-cloud. Cloud has a broker with different
capabilities which are coordinated with the help of CDM. It manages various cloud brokers by
applying various rules to regularize the services among cloud customers is given in Fig. 3.
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Cloud 1
Broker

Cloud 2
Cloud
Request

CDM

Cloud 3
Broker

Cloud 4

Fig. 3. Heterogeneous cloud interaction via CDM

4. Architectural Model
4.1 System Model
CDM based model gives a complete description of VM management and its architectural
model is shown in Fig. 4. This model is derived from the CloudSim and iCanCloud for an
effective management of VM in heterogeneous cloud [14], [15]. The CDM gets the cloud
request from the customer, selects the suitable broker and submits the job to the cloud. It also
maintains the log, which holds the current status about various brokers during interaction. The
broker collects the information from cloud information service and they are maintained in the
database for selecting a suitable VM in the data center. The proposed work focuses on VM
allocation in the data center during the task execution. The requesting tasks are categorized
based on the size and execution time. If the requirement of the task is less than the resources
which currently exist in the VM then the VM is reallocated after it completes its execution.

Fig. 3. Architecture of proposed model using CDM
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4.2 VM Directories
The proposed work is used to allocate the VM to the newly arrived task with maximum
allocated time. For example, VM life time is 10 time units and actual time taken for execution
is 5 time unit. The VM will complete its execution before the stipulated time; this VM remains
in idle state until the time gets elapsed. This time can be used effectively for executing another
requesting task, so this VM is migrated to the PD until suitable task arrived for execution. The
idea of the proposed work is to keep the idle VM to execute the new requesting task. The task
size is compared with idle VM size in PD. If it is matched then the task will be executed
otherwise idle VM waits for suitable task. The proposed model uses two directories namely
AD and PD. AD maintains the VM with placement of VM for executing the task, whereas PD
maintains the idle VM which is migrated from AD. The main objective of the proposed work
is to achieve full utilization of the VM by considering idle time. The flow chart of proposed
VM directories to execute the task in idle VM is shown in Fig. 5.
Initialization

Cloud Requesting Task

Request Task Classification

Task Types

CPU Intensive

CPU Task Size > 40 %

Memory Intensive

Memory Task Size>40% %

IO Intensive

Mixed

IO Task Size > 40 %

All task size (Mixed)

Task assignment to Specific VM

VM Directory Allocation

Calculate the Task Execution Time

Idle time Calculation (IET)

N

IET > 0

Y
Select the VM from AD

Perform VM Migration to PD

Select the task from Waiting Queue

Identify the task size

Compare the Task Size with PD VM size

IET ← IET -1

Perform VM Rollback

Matc
N

Y
End

Fig. 5. Flowchart for proposed VM management
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4.3 Significance of Idle VM
The mapping of Physical Machine (PM) with the VM is done using the parameters like CPU
in GHZ, Memory in GB, Bandwidth in MB and IO. The existing algorithms are analyzed and
compared with these parameters which give an absolute analysis related to task execution time.
Suppose the VM completes its task before the stipulated time leads the task to idle state i.e.
idle VM. The idle VMs will consume the cloud resources. The idle time of the VM does not
measured in VM placement algorithms. The proposed work focuses on the VM placement
technique with the consideration of idle time during the task execution over VM. Three
dimensions have been analyzed in the existing algorithms are CPU, Memory and Bandwidth.
The proposed algorithm has added another dimension called idle time. The requesting tasks
are classified into CPU intensive, memory intensive, I/O intensive, or mixed type, so that the
idle time is measured in an accurate manner. Table 1 shows the task classification in the VM
management [16]. The idle VMs are remains running although no task is allocated. These idle
VMs consume CPU, Memory and storage resources like active machines. The idle VMs are
analyzed based on the above parameters with utilization. Veenam VMware have taken a idle
time report for a week with 1000 maximum CPU usage (MHz), 1000 maximum active
memory (MB) and idle radio is 50%. This analysis report for idle VM is shown in Table 2.
The idle VM consumes the usage of CPU, Memory, Network, Disk and storage consumption
in high rate (%), so this can be reused to some other task for execution. The proposed model is
used to allocate the task to idle VM based on the task types in order to execute the task.
Task Type
CPU Intensive Task

Table 1. Task types
Conditions
PMTask >40% and PMMemory < PMTask and PMIO<PMTask

Memory Intensive Task

PMMemory >40% and PMTask < PMMemory and PMIO<PMMemory

IO Intensive Task
Mixed

PMIO >40% and PMMemory < PMIO and PMTask<PMIO
Otherwise

Table 2. Veenam VMWare analysis report for Idle machines
Type of VM (Number of VM)
Idle VM (6)
Normal VM (15)
Switched Off (28)
613.92
12413.38
CPU Usage (MHz)
620.5
16372.33
Memory Usage (MB)
1354.53
2494.55
Network Usage (KB/sec)
77
3145.72
Disk Usage (KB/sec)
52.83
553.02
561.92
Storage Consumption (GB)

4.4 VM Migration and Rollback
The proposed VM management performs two operations namely VM migration and VM
rollback. VM migration is a process of moving the VM from AD to the PD whereas VM
rollback is a process of moving the VM from PD to AD. The components which are used in
the proposed technique are task list, AD and PD. All the requested tasks are placed in the task
list which will be mapped to respective VM from AD for execution. If the task has been
completed earlier than the stipulated time then the idle VM are migrated to PD for allocating
the requesting task. The expected lifetime of a VM is defined as the time taken to execute the
task in AD and the time which spend in PD. Complete process flow of the proposed VM
management is given in Fig. 6.
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Passive Directory

Fig. 6(a). Initial configuration
Task List

Active Directory

C1

VM1

C2

VM2

C3

VM3

C4

VM4

C5

VM5

Passive Directory

(C1, C6)

C6
VM Selection

Fig. 6(b). VM Selection and submission of cloud requesting task

Initially, PD is kept empty and 5 tasks are allocated to the VM for executing in AD which
are shown in Fig. 6(a). The requesting tasks are placed in the task list and the respective VMs
are selected in AD. The PD is still empty because none of the VM completes its execution. If
task 6 arrived for execution it need to identify respective VM with the required ability to
execute the another task. VM1 has the ability to execute two tasks namely C1 and C6 , so this
VM is used to execute the newly arriving task is shown in Fig. 6(b).
The task C2 is executed in VM2 which completes earlier than the VM2’s life time, so it
performs VM migration. The dotted line in Fig. 6(c) represents the migration of VM2 from
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AD to PD. VM2 is considered as an idle VM by retaining its current state in PD until suitable
task arrived for execution or time reaches to zero.
Task List

Active Directory

VM1

C1

Passive Directory

VM2

(C1 C6)

C3
C4

VM3

C5

VM4

C6

VM5

Fig. 6(c). Cloud requesting task C2 completes its job and VM2 moves to PD

Normally the VM is selected for execution either from AD or PD when the new task is
arrived. When task C7 arrives for execution it needs to identify the suitable VM in AD. If no
other VM is suitable for execution then it goes to PD for identifying the suitable VM. If it is
found then it will be moved to AD for execution otherwise idle VM will remain in PD only.
The dotted line in Fig. 6(d) represents the VM rollback operation and Fig. 7 presents the initial
configuration. The graph is plotted by considering execution time in x-axis. Initially, all the
tasks are assigned in AD.
Task List

Active Directory

C1

VM1

C3

VM2

C4

VM3

C5

VM4

C6

VM5

Passive Directory

C7
Fig. 6(d). New requesting task C7 needs VM then VM2 moves from PD
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Fig. 8. VM allocation

If 6 tasks are arrived for execution from 10 Data centers and 10 VMs then the 6 tasks are
allocated to the specific VM in AD. No other task will be assigned to the VM in AD i.e. task
from data center 7 to data center 10. The current execution status of task in AD is shown by
dotted line in Fig. 8.
The VM migration operation is presented in Fig. 9. The idle time and VM time are
calculated based on the VM in PD and the current execution status of the AD and PD are
shown by dotted line. The task 5 to task 10 are in idle time, so it will be migrated to PD.

Fig. 9. VM migration

Fig. 10. VM roll back

The new task is executed and analyzed based on the capacity of VM. If the task size is
suitable with VM it will be moved from PD to AD. The newly arrived task is allocated to the
respective VM for performing task execution. The current status of PD and AD are shown in
Fig. 10 by dotted line.
4.5 Idle Time Calculation
The cloud consists of various VM types such as small, micro,medium, large, xlarge,
2xlarge, 4xlarge, 8xlarge and the number of CPUs 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 48 for executing task. Table 3
depicts that the attribute of VM with VM Types, Task Types and idle time. For example VM1
type is small and its CPU, memory, task size are 1, 256, 156 respectively. The idle time of
VM1 is 100 (μs), so the VM1 is migrated to the PD until the new task is allocated to VM1 or
time gets elapsed. If a new task arrives with size 90 MB then it is allocated to idle VM in PD by
performing VM rollback operation.
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Table 3. Characteristic of VM types, task types and idle time

VM Name VM type

Cores

Memory(MB)

Task Size (KB)

Idle Time (μs)

VM1
VM2
VM3
VM4
VM5
VM6

m1.small
t1.micro
c1.medium
m1.large
m2.xlarge
m3.2xlarge

1
1
2
2
2
4

256
256
512
512
2048
4096

156
156
312
376
1689
3879

100
100
200
136
359
217

Task type
CPU Intensive
CPU Intensive
CPU Intensive
CPU Intensive
Memory Intensive
IO intensive

VM7
VM8

m2.4xlarge
cc2.8xlarge

8
16

4096
6144

3451
5000

645
1144

Memory Intensive
Mixed

The VM1 migrates to PD for remaining idle time and waits for a task. The idle time of various
tasks in AD is consolidated and allocated to the newly arrived tasks which are described in the
following pseudo code.
If idle time of the task < CPU intensive task then
Idle time is negligible
Else if idle time of the task >= Memory intensive task then
Consolidate the idle time for new task allocation
Else if idle time of the task >= IO intensive task
Consolidate the idle time for new task allocation
Else idle time is unpredictable

5. Analysis of VM Directories
5.1 Initial configuration
The following equations are used to analyze the initial configuration of the proposed model
n

Task List=  Ci , n>0

(1)

i=0

n

AD List=  VM i , n>0

(2)

i=0

=
PD List

n

VM i , n 0
=

(3)

i =0

Where, C is a cloud requesting task
5.2 VM migration
The equation used to analyze the VM migration operation of the proposed model is described
as
vc

PD List ← AD -  VM j , vc > 0
j=0

Where vc is a VM count

(4)
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5.3 VM rollback
The equation used to analyze the VM roll back operation of the proposed model is given by
vc

AD List ← PD- VM j ,vc > 0

(5)

j=0

5.4 Dynamic allocation of newly arrived task
The equation used to analyze the allocation of newly arrived task of the proposed model is
written as
m

n

i=0

j=0

AD Dynamic ←  VM i +{VM new },{m, n}>0

(6)

5.5 AD parallel allocation
The equation used to analyze the parallel allocation of the proposed model is expressed as
m

AD Parallel ← {VM i +Vm j },m > 0

(7)

i=0

6. Analysis of Task Classification
The proposed VM management algorithm is mainly based on AD and PD which
supports the maximum utilization of VM for arriving task. Let DC = {host1, host2… hostn}
denote the total number of hosts in the data center and H = {PM1, PM2…PMn} denotes the
total number of resources in the physical machines. Let PM = {CPU, BandWidth (BW), RAM,
storage, I/O Rate} denotes the common characteristics of physical machine. The task
submitted by the customer is denoted as T = {task1, task2 … taskn} and the list of VM is
specified as VM list = {VM1, VM2…VMn}. The parameters like size, execution time are used
to improve the efficiency in VM management. The task is allocated to the VM is calculated
based on the time taken for selecting the VM and allocating the task to specific VM. This time
difference is analyzed and the task execution is performed based on backoff time and it is
expressed as

n

n



i=1

i=1



Backoff Time = Difference  ∑ (RTA i ), ∑ (VMSi ) 

(8)

Where, RTA and VMS are the size of Requested Task and size of VM respectively.

Task Category τ =

Level1
 CPU Intensive,
 Memory Intensive, Level

2

IO Intensive,
Level3


Mixed,
Otherwise

(9)

The requesting tasks are categorized as Level1, Level2 and Level3 is shown in equation
9. Level1 task is allocated to the VM in AD and executes the task by VM in a stipulated time.
Level2 tasks never allocated to a single VM because the capacity of the VM is not fit for
current execution, so it performs the VM consolidation process. If the task belongs to Level3
category then it is allocated to the VM in AD. Once it completes the execution, it will be
migrated to the PD until the time gets elapsed. During this period any new task arrives it will
be allocated to the VM by performing rollback operation. The main objective of the proposed
algorithm is to exploit the VM execution time very effectively. The specification of task
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categories described in Table 4.
Table 4. Specification of various Task Types
CPU Intensive

Memory Intensive

VM
CPU/

Memory

BW

CPU

Memory

BW

/GB

/MB

/ GHz

Type
GHz

/GB

/MB

IO Intensive

/GHz

CPU

Memory
/ GB

Mixed Type
BW

CPU

Memory

BW

/MB

/GH

/GB

/MB

z

Type1

2

1

1

2

40

2

2

1

2000

2

1

2

Type2

7

4

4

10

120

8

10

4

2400

10

120

8

Type3

10

8

7

16

13

15

16

12

3200

16

12

3200

7. Statistical Model for VM placement
The success of VM placement is evaluated using the sampling theory for categorizing
the successful and unsuccessful placement of the VM [17].
(10)
E(X m )=N vm .Pcpu
Where,
Xm is the number of success placement
Nvm is the constant placement probability
Pcpu is the CPU intensive task for each placement

V(X m )=N vm .Pcpu .Qcpu

(11)

Qcpu =1-Pcpu

(12)

Success of VM Placement =

E(α)=E(

Xm
=α
α

Nvm .Pcpu
Xm
1
)=
E(X m )=
=Pcpu
Nvm Nvm
Nvm

V(Pcpu )=V(

Nvm .Pcpu .Qcpu Pcpu .Qcpu
Xm
1
)=
V(X m )=
=
Nvm n 2
Nvm
(Nvm )2

Standard Error for Placement α=

Zvm =

α-E(α)
α

Pcpu .Qcpu
N vm

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)
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(18)

CPU Intensive based VM Placement=

Pvm -Zγ

Pcpu .Qcpu
<α<Pvm +Zγ
N vm

Pcpu .Qcpu
N vm

(19)

The same analysis is applicable for other tasks such as memory intensive and IO
intensive task for VM placement which is represented in the equations (20) and (21)
respectively. The mixed type tasks are analyzed with different parameter.

Memory Intensive based VM Placement =

Pmemory .Qmemory
<α<Pvm +Zγ
N vm

Pmemory .Qmemory
N vm

(20)

IO Intensive based VM Placement = Pvm -Z γ

P .Q
io io <α<P +Z
vm γ
N vm

P .Q
io io
N vm

Pvm -Zγ

(21)
The task allocation in AD is based on the category and PD is based on the idle time of the task
which are expressed in the equation (22) and (23) respectively.
Task Allocation in AD = (vm ∈ VM
(22)
) ← (t ∈ τ),∀

i

Task Allocation in PD = (vm ∈ VM

i

AD
i
i
) ← {(t ∈ τ) ← (vm ∈ VM
)},∀
PD
AD
i
i
i

(23)

Where , ti is execution time for VM and τ is a threshold level

8. Comparison of VM Placement Algorithms
VM placement is a technique used to map the VM to the physical machines. There are
various placement algorithms are used to manage the VM in cloud. These algorithms are
broadly classified into power based and application QoS based approaches [18]. The first fit
algorithm places the physical machines to the VM in First Come First Serve (FCFS) basis but
it is difficult to find VM for placement [19]. The single dimensional best fit algorithm places
the VM by considering the capacity of physical machines, so it leads the performance problem
[20],[21]. The volume based best fit algorithm focuses on all dimensions of physical machine
and maps to the respective VM [22]. The characteristics of physical machines are represented
as a dot product of the vectors for selecting and mapping a best physical machine to VM [23].
The load balanced fit algorithm balances the load among various physical machines with
highest capacity [24]. In next fit algorithm all VMs are allocated based on the searching
criteria of physical machine. If the first selected machine is unfit, then it selects the next
machine until it finds the proper VM [25]. The random fit algorithm maps the physical
machine to VM randomly who meets the requirement during the placement. The comparisons
of various algorithms are analyzed based on the time taken to complete the VM placement and
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resource utilization is shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Comparison of VM placement algorithms

9. Comparison of VM Scheduling algorithms
The CPU utilization with number of PM that achieves maximum CPU utilization and
it is compared with the proposed CDM based algorithm is shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Comparison of CPU utilization with
various algorithms

Fig. 13. Comparison of memory utilization
with various algorithms

The memory utilization of the proposed algorithm is given in Fig. 13. This algorithm
gives a better result when compared to all existing algorithm and it is very close to ONWID
algorithm. Bandwidth utilization of proposed algorithm is very close to the existing algorithms
are shown in Fig. 14. The proposed algorithm focuses on VM Management, so no need to
improve the bandwidth. The data center utilization which gives better result when compared to
the existing algorithms is shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 14. Comparison of bandwidth utilization
with various algorithms

Fig. 15. Comparison of data center utilization
with various algorithms
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Utilization is based on the number of physical machines compared with various algorithms
such as Random, Round Robin, ZHCI, LIF, ZHJZ, ONWID and also with the proposed
algorithm. Round robin algorithm utilizes all resources in balance manner but it consumes
excess power. Random algorithm is used to schedule the task to the available VM in random
manner but it suffers long waiting time before being served. ZHCJ algorithm allocates the VM
with highest utilization of resources, so it leads overhead problem due to the consumption of
high volume resources. ZHJZ algorithm chooses the physical machine with low cost resources
and it suffers performance problem due to larger task. LIF algorithm allocates the VM based
on demand characteristics of resources such as CPU, memory and network etc, so it consumes
higher bandwidth and higher memory. ONWID algorithm utilizes the resources for task
execution based on the increasing order but it faces starvation problem.
The objective of the proposed algorithm is to achieve maximum utilization of the CPU in
the physical machines. The analysis depends on various physical machine scheduling but the
proposed algorithm adds the VM idle time which is reused to execute other task. It also
provides better CPU utilization related to the VM task execution. The memory utilization is
achieved in maximum level because the task execution depends on memory. The bandwidth
utilization is equivalent to the random and ZHJZ algorithm. Data center utilization is achieved
at the maximum level by exploiting the resources with mapping from physical machine to VM
in AD and PD.

10. Comparison of iCanCloud and Proposed CDM model
VM management latency of iCanCloud model is higher than the CDM based model because
of the latency in communication network during VM Migration and VM rollback operation.
The CDM based model maintains an idle VM in hypervisor itself without considering
communication network latency, so it takes minimum time for VM mapping is shown in Fig.
16. The comparison between migration and rollback time is shown in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18
respectively. The idle time of iCanCloud and proposed model is shown in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20.
The comparison of task execution over idle VM is shown in Fig. 21. The CDM based model
executes more requesting task when compared to iCanCloud model because it takes minimum
latency time during VM migration and VM rollback operation.

Fig. 16. Comparison of VM Latency

Fig. 17. Comparison of Migration Time
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Fig. 18. Comparison of Rollback Time

Fig. 20. Idle Time of CDM based
Model

Fig. 19. Idle Time of iCanCloud Model

Fig. 21. Comparison of Idle VM Task
Execution

11. Conclusion
The proposed model is focused on the idle time of the VM with various task types. Various
methods and algorithms have been studied and analyzed with the operation like VM
management, VM placement and VM scheduling. The VM placement algorithm is compared
with resource utilization based on task execution. The different brokering mechanisms are
identified and also implemented in CDM based multi-cloud interaction. The idle time of the
VM which has already completed its execution is utilized productively by using two
directories such as AD and PD. Various scheduling algorithms were compared because
without VM scheduling and VM placement it is difficult to manage VM. The utilization of
CPU, Bandwidth, Memory, IO and data centers are analyzed and compared with the proposed
model. The iCanCloud model has been tested for idle VM management in VM repository. The
latency problem occurs in VM mapping between hypervisor and VM repository is solved by
retaining the idle VM in hypervisor itself. From the results it is clear that the CDM based
model takes reduced latency in VM Management.
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